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 Numerical Features of Jeremiah 46-52 
Please read the General Introduction 

For the compositional structure of the book as a whole, see the analysis of Jeremiah1-6, pp. 1-3. 

Segment 7: Jeremiah 46-52 Prophecies against foreign nations and Appendix 

The compositional structure based on layout markers, content and numerical considerations 

The paragraphs marked blue in Columns 1-3 are in their entirety highlighted by 17 and 26. 

Vss Texts Words Letters   Sum words P/S Compositional structure 

1100 Jer 46,1 9+ 33 614 18027  §1 YHWH speaks about Pharaoh’s army 

1101 Jer 46,2 25/34 (2x17) 102  18052  46,1-2 Introduction: the background: 34 words. 

1102 Jer 46,3 5 21  18057   

1103 Jer 46,4 10          78 (3x26) 54  18067  46,1-6 is highlighted by 78 (3x26) words and 
1104 Jer 46,5 16 68 615 18083  46,7-12 is highlighted by 85 (5x17) words. 

1105 Jer 46,6 13 45  18096  This means that the two paragraphs are in their  

1106 Jer 46,7 7   29  18103  entirety governed by 26 and 17. 

1107 Jer 46,8 14 60  18117  Note the including function of 34 and 26. 

1108 Jer 46,9 14         85 (5x17) 63  18131/113 []  

1109 Jer 46,10 24 97 616-617 18155  §2 Jeremiah’s comment: the day of YHWH 
1110 Jer 46,11 13+ 50  18168  46,11-12  The Egyptian army will be shamefully 

1111 Jer 46,12 13/26 56  18181/50 P defeated: 26 words. 

1112 Jer 46,13 15 61 618 18196  §3 The advance of Nebuchadrezzar 
1113 Jer 46,14 15 72  18211   

1114 Jer 46,15 8+ 29 619 18219  46,15-17  It is YHWH who makes Pharaoh’s  

1115 Jer 46,16 18/26+ 68  18237  soldiers flee: 34 words. 

1116 Jer 46,17 8/34 (2x17) 32  18245   

1117 Jer 46,18 13 49 620 18258   

1118 Jer 46,19 14 49  18272/91 S  

1119 Jer 46,20 8 27  18280  §4 The metaphor of Egypt as a heifer 
1120 Jer 46,21 20 69  18300   

1121 Jer 46,22 11 43  18311  46,21-24  Egypt will be attacked and put to  

1122 Jer 46,23 13   51 (3x17) 44 621 18324  shame: 51 words. 

1123 Jer 46,24 7   25  18331/59   

1124 Jer 46,25 23 87 622 18354   
1125 Jer 46,26 17 71 623 18371 S 46,26  Egypt will be delivered into the hand of 

1126 Jer 46,27 22 86  18393 S her enemies: 17 words. 

1127 Jer 46,28 27 96 624/11x 18420/89 S  

1128 Jer 47,1 14 50 625 18434 S §5 The prophecy concerning the Philistines 

1129 Jer 47,2 22   51 (3x17) 85 626 18456   
1130 Jer 47,3 15 64  18471  47,1-3  YHWH foresees a hazardous situation 

1131 Jer 47,4 21 78 627 18492  for the inhabitants: 51 words. 

1132 Jer 47,5 11 44  18503 S  

1133 Jer 47,6 12 43 628 18515   

1134 Jer 47,7 12 41 629 18527/107 S  

1135 Jer 48,1 18 72 630 18545  §6 The prophecy concerning Moab 
1136 Jer 48,2 17 67  18562/35  48,2  Heshbon threatens Moab: 17 words. 

1137 Jer 48,3 6 24  18568   

1138 Jer 48,4 5 25  18573   

1139 Jer 48,5 13 49  18586   

1140 Jer 48,6 6 30  18592   

1141 Jer 48,7 14 60  18606   
1142 Jer 48,8 15 52 631 18621   

1143 Jer 48,9 12 45  18633   

1144 Jer 48,10 9 35 632 18642   

1145 Jer 48,11 23 79  18665/103 S  
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1146 Jer 48,12 14 60 633 18679  §7 YHWH foresees a catastrophy for Moab 

1147 Jer 48,13 10 38  18689   

1148 Jer 48,14 7 33  18696   

1149 Jer 48,15 13 53 634 18709  The paragraph is in its entirety highlighted 
1150 Jer 48,16 7 27  18716  by 102 (6x17) words. 

1151 Jer 48,17 14     102 (6x17) 48  18730   

1152 Jer 48,18 14 50  18744   

1153 Jer 48,19 12 46  18756   

1154 Jer 48,20 11 44  18767/102 []  

1155 Jer 48,21 11 38  18778  §8 Judgement has come over Moab’s cities 
1156 Jer 48,22 7     26 26  18785  48,21-25  Total destruction for eleven cities:  

1157 Jer 48,23 8            8 29  18793  44 words, two overlapping groups of 26 words. 

1158 Jer 48,24 11        11   26 43  18804   
1159 Jer 48,25 7            7 29 635 18811   

1160 Jer 48,26 12+ 46 636 18823  26-27  Moab will be held in derision: 26 words. 

1161 Jer 48,27 14/26 51  18837/70 []  

1162 Jer 48,28 12 48  18849  §9 A dirge for Moab is in place 
1163 Jer 48,29 10 41  18859   

1164 Jer 48,30 11 36 637 18870   

1165 Jer 48,31 13 44  18883   

1166 Jer 48,32 19 67  18902   

1167 Jer 48,33 15 63  18917/80 []  

1168 Jer 48,34 19    170 71  18936  §10 Moab is broken and no one cares 
1169 Jer 48,35 8 37 638 18944   

1170 Jer 48,36 18 64  18962   
1171 Jer 48,37 14 43  18976   

1172 Jer 48,38 17 59 639 18993   

1173 Jer 48,39 14 56  19007/90 S 28-39  (§§9-10)  have altogether 170 words. 

1174 Jer 48,40 11 37 640 19018  §11 Moab is to be destroyed for its arrogance 

1175 Jer 48,41 13 56  19031   
1176 Jer 48,42 7 25 641 19038   

1177 Jer 48,43 8 29 642 19046   

1178 Jer 48,44 20 70 643 19066   

1179 Jer 48,45 18 70  19084   

1180 Jer 48,46 12 43  19096   

1181 Jer 48,47 11 44 644 19107/100 S  

1182 Jer 49,1 20 69 645 19127  §12 Prophecy concerning the Ammonites 
1183 Jer 49,2 25 99 646-647 19152   

1184 Jer 49,3 20 89  19172   

1185 Jer 49,4 12   102 ( 6x17) 50  19184  The paragraph is highlighted by 102 words. 

1186 Jer 49,5 16 66 648 19200   

1187 Jer 49,6 9   31 649 19209/102 S  

1188 Jer 49,7 14 57 650 19223  §13 Prophecy concerning Edom 

1189 Jer 49,8 13 49  19236   

1190 Jer 49,9 12 46  19248   

1191 Jer 49,10 16 63  19264   

1192 Jer 49,11 7 32  19271/62 S  

1193 Jer 49,12 21 70 651 19292  §14 Edom must drink the cup of wrath 

1194 Jer 49,13 17 69 652 19309  49,13 Bozrah will become a waste: 17 words. 

1195 Jer 49,14 12 55 653 19321   

1196 Jer 49,15 7+ 26  19328  49,15-18 Edom has inspired horror, but will 
1197 Jer 49,16 19/26 75 654 19347  itself become a horror: 26 + 26 words.  

1198 Jer 49,17 11+ 39  19358   

1199 Jer 49,18 15/26 51 655 19373   

1200 Jer 49,19 27 102  19400/129 S  

1201 Jer 49,20 24 87 656 19424  §15 Call to hear God’s plan against Edom 
1202 Jer 49,21 9 34  19433   

1203 Jer 49,22 17 65  19450/50 S 49,22 Bozrah will be in pangs: 17 words. 
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1204 Jer 49,23 14 51  19464  §16 Prophecy concerning Damascus 
1205 Jer 49,24 10 47  19474   

1206 Jer 49,25 7      52 (2x26) 25  19481  The paragraph is highlighted by 52 words. 

1207 Jer 49,26 13 57 657 19494   

1208 Jer 49,27 8  32  19502/52 S  

1209 Jer 49,28 19 72 658 19521  §17 Prophecy concerning Kedar and Hazor 
1210 Jer 49,29 13 65  19534   

1211 Jer 49,30 19 76 659 19553   

1212 Jer 49,31 16     153 (9x17) 55 660 19569   

1213 Jer 49,32 18  74 661 19587   

1214 Jer 49,33 16  52  19603/101 S 49,23-33  (§§16-17) has altogether 153 words. 

1215 Jer 49,34 15+ 60 662 19618  §18 Prophecy concerning Elam 

1216 Jer 49,35 11/26 41 663 19629  49, 34-35 YHWH tells Jeremiah that he will 
1217 Jer 49,36 21 83  19650  break the bow of Elam: 26 words. 

1218 Jer 49,37 23 95 664 19673   

1219 Jer 49,38 9 39 665 19682   

1220 Jer 49,39 9 36 666 19691/88 S  

1221 Jer 50,1 12 43 667 19703  §19 Prophecy concerning the Chaldean land 
1222 Jer 50,2 19 79  19722   

1223 Jer 50,3 19 65  19741  50,3-5  Babylon will be made a desolation and 

1224 Jer 50,4 20   52 (2x26) 82 668-669 19761  the Israelites will seek YHWH: 52 words. 

1225 Jer 50,5 13 48 670 19774/83 S  

1226 Jer 50,6 14 55  19788  §20 The Israelites are lost sheep 
1227 Jer 50,7 16 67 671-672 19804/30 S  

1228 Jer 50,8 10 42  19814  §21 Chaldea will be spoil and disgraced 
1229 Jer 50,9 22 81  19836   

1230 Jer 50,10 8 33 673 19844   

1231 Jer 50,11 12 49  19856   

1232 Jer 50,12 11 46  19867/63 []  

1233 Jer 50,13 16 53 674 19883  §22 Babylon will be a waste; everyone flees 

1234 Jer 50,14 16   68 (4x17) 51 675 19899   

1235 Jer 50,15 19 76 676 19918  He paragraph is highlighted by 68 words. 
1236 Jer 50,16 17 63  19935/68 S  

1237 Jer 50,17 15+ 67  19950 S §23 Punishment on Babylonia: Israel freed 

1238 Jer 50,18 19/34 (2x17) 66 677 19969  50,17-18  The Babylonian king will be punished 

1239 Jer 50,19 13 56  19982  in the same way as the king of Assyria: 34 w. 

1240 Jer 50,20 20 80 678 20002   
1241 Jer 50,21 17 67 679 20019/84 S 50,21 Destruction of Merathaim, Pekod: 17 w. 

82 Jer 50,22 5 20  20024  §24 Babylon is punished for challenging YHWH 

1243 Jer 50,23 11 41  20035   

1244 Jer 50,24 14 53 680 20049/30 []  

1245 Jer 50,25 16 61 681-682 20065  §25 YHWH is ready to fight in Babylonia 
1246 Jer 50,26 13 50  20078   

1247 Jer 50,27 12 41  20090/41 S  

1248 Jer 50,28 13 55 683 20103  §26 Israel will escape and Babylon requited 

1249 Jer 50,29 28 92 684 20131   

1250 Jer 50,30 12 52 685 20143/53 S  

1251 Jer 50,31 12 44 686 20155  §27 YHWH will punish ‘the proud one’ 

1252 Jer 50,32 12 48  20167/24 S  

1253 Jer 50,33 16 65 687 20183  §28 Rest for the earth, unrest for Babylon 
1254 Jer 50,34 16 61 688 20199   

1255 Jer 50,35 12   42 689 20211  50,33-38 The Israelites are oppressed, but God’s  

1256 Jer 50,36 8     78 (3x26) 30  20219  sword is upon the land of the Chaldeans: 78 w. 

1257 Jer 50,37 16 60  20235   

1258 Jer 50,38 10 41  20245/78   

1259 Jer 50,39 18 62  20263   
1260 Jer 50,40 19 62 690 20282/37 []  
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1261 Jer 50,41 11 43  20293  §29 Who is like YHWH? Who can summon him? 

1262 Jer 50,42 19 77  20312   

1263 Jer 50,43 11   68 (4x17) 43  20323  50,41-44 YHWH appoints whomever he prefers. 
1264 Jer 50,44 27 100  20350  Who can challenge the Incomparable One?:  

1265 Jer 50,45 24 85 691 20374  68 words. 

1266 Jer 50,46 8 35  20382/100 S  

1267 Jer 51,1 13 42 692 20395  §30 YHWH’s judgement on Babylon begins 
1268 Jer 51,2 13  26 52  20408  51,1-2 YHWH sends enemies to Babylon: 26 w. 

1269 Jer 51,3 15 58  20423   

1270 Jer 51,4 6 34  20429   

1271 Jer 51,5 14 58 693 20443   

1272 Jer 51,6 18 62 694 20461   

1273 Jer 51,7 15 53 695 20476   

1274 Jer 51,8 11 47  20487   
1275 Jer 51,9 17 63  20504  51,9 Let everyone go to his own country!: 17 w. 

1276 Jer 51,10 11 48 696-697 20515/133 []  

1277 Jer 51,11 21   80 698-699 20536  §31 YHWH’s resolve to destroy Babylon 

1278 Jer 51,12 23 79 700 20559   

1279 Jer 51,13 10 34  20569   
1280 Jer 51,14 12 47 701 20581/66 S  

1281 Jer 51,15 9 38  20590  §32 The victory of the Incomparable One 

1282 Jer 51,16 15 61  20605   

1283 Jer 51,17 14 43  20619  51,17-19 The idols will perish; there is no one  

1284 Jer 51,18 7    34 (2x17) 29  20626  like the God of Jacob!: 34 words.  

1285 Jer 51,19 13 47 702 20639/58   

19 51,1-19 257 975 11x 257 S Note that 26 and 34 have an enclosing function! 

1286a Jer 51,20a 5  42  20650  §33 YHWH’s hammer as his weapon of war 

1286b Jer 51,20b 6      

1287 Jer 51,21 8     26 32  20658  51,20b-24 (YHWH’s acts) has  26 + 26 words. 

1288 Jer 51,22 12 48  20670  For a detailed analysis of this compositional  

1289 Jer 51,23 12+ 50  20682  gem, see Observation 4 below. 
1290 Jer 51,24 14/26 57 703 20696/57 S  

1291 Jer 51,25 20 81 704 20716  §34 YHWH will make Babylon a waste 

1292 Jer 51,26 13 50 705 20729   

1293 Jer 51,27 22 89  20751   

1294 Jer 51,28 15 53  20766  51,28-32 YHWH’s purposes against Babylon  

1295 Jer 51,29 16 57 706 20782  stand: he will make its land a desolation: 68 w. 
1296 Jer 51,30 14    68(4x17) 68  20796   

1297 Jer 51,31 14 54  20810   

1298 Jer 51,32 9  45  20819/123 S  

1299 Jer 51,33 18 61 707 20837  §35 May Jerusalem’s blood be upon Babylon! 

1300 Jer 51,34 14 65  20851   

1301 Jer 51,35 13 51  20864/45 S  

1302 Jer 51,36 17+ 62 708 20881  §36 YHWH will take vengeance for Jerusalem 

1303 Jer 51,37 9/26 37  20890   

1304 Jer 51,38 6 29  20896  51,36-40  The first part of the divine speech is  

1305 Jer 51,39 14   26 60 709 20910  highlighted by 26 + 26 words. 

1306 Jer 51,40 6   30  20916/52   

1307 Jer 51,41 12 45  20928   
1308 Jer 51,42 7 25  20935   

1309 Jer 51,43 17 53  20952  51,43-44  Her cities are abandoned; the nations  

1310 Jer 51,44 17 62  20969/53 [] shall no longer stream to Bel: 17 + 17 words. 

1311 Jer 51,45 10 36 710 20979  §37 How Babylon has become a horror! 

1312 Jer 51,46 18 79  20997/18 []  
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1313 Jer 51,47 15 58  21012  §38 Babylon must fall for the slain of Israel 

1314 Jer 51,48 15 54 711 21027   

1315 Jer 51,49 11    68(4x17) 38  21038  The entire paragraph is highlighted by its 

1316 Jer 51,50 13 53 712 21051  68 (4x17) words. 

1317 Jer 51,51 14  51 713 21065/68 S  

1318 Jer 51,52 13 50 714 21078  §39 YHWH will judge Babylon’s images 
1319 Jer 51,53 14 50 715 21092/27 S  

1320 Jer 51,54 7 28  21099  §40 A destroyer has come upon Babylon 

1321 Jer 51,55 16 57 716 21115   

1322 Jer 51,56 16 59 717 21131   

1323 Jer 51,57 16 75 718 21147/55 S  

1324 Jer 51,58 21 86 719 21168/21 S §41 YHWH says that Babylon will be levelled 

1325 Jer 51,59 23 91  21191  §42 The task Jeremiah committed to Seraiah  
1326 Jer 51,60 19 64  21210   

1327 Jer 51,61 12 48  21222   

1328 Jer 51,62 19 75 720 21241   

1329 Jer 51,63 13 48  21254   

1330 Jer 51,64 17 65  21271/103 S The final verse concludes the book: 17 words. 

231 Segm. 7: 46-51 3253/3249 12555 107x 3253/3249  3249=57x57 words;  12540=220x57 letters. 

1330 Jeremiah 1-51 21271/21267 82636 720x 21271  1,1-51,64a has 21267 (1251x17) words. 

Observation 1 In Segment 7, 103 of the 231 verses (45%) and 1674 of the 3253 words (51%) are 
highlighted by 17 and 26.  

Observation 2 Until this point, the book of Jeremiah has 51 (3x17) chapters, which are followed by an 
Appendix, Chapter 52 (2x26). These two numbers can hardly be waved aside as a matter of coincidence. 
They suggest that Archbishop Stephen Langton (†1228) had not only knowledge of the importance of 
the divine name numbers, but also had a decided personal insight into the structure of the biblical 
writings. As everyone knows, he is credited with having divided the biblical writings into the standard, 
widely accepted arrangement of chapters. 

Observation 3 It is important to take the editorial note at the end of Chapter 51 (v. 64) seriously:  
  , ‘Until this point are the words of Jeremiah’. The note was obviously written by the 

author/redactor of Chapter 52 to explain the status of this chapter as an Appendix to the book of 
Jeremiah as such. The book, referred to as ‘the words of Jeremiah’ (1,1-51,64a, without the editorial 
note), has 21267 (2151x17) words, by which it is finalized and sealed as a distinct literary unit.  

But there is more: the fact that Chapter 51 has 64 verses is significant, because 64 represents the 
numerical value of  (10+20+13+10+5+6=64), which represents the signature of the prophet in his 

capacity as the real author of the book. For the use of the numerical signature of the main character of a 

book, see Observation 2 in my analysis of Isaiah 1-12, and pp. 13-14 in the General Introduction. 

Observation 4  The number of words and letters in Jeremiah 46,1-51,64a are most intriguing, for both 
are multiples of 57: 3249=57x57 words and 12540=220x57 letters (observed by Klaas Eikelenboom). This 
is too conspicuous to be a matter of coincidence. The number 57 must have special significance.  
In my opinion, it stems from the 57-word passage in 51,20-24 dealing with YHWH’s , his shatter-

hammer. In order to repay Babylon and the inhabitants of Chaldea, YHWH intends to use it as his 
battleaxe to smash to pieces all the Chaldeans for the evil that they have done in Zion.  
Who the shatter-hammer is, has been a disputed point, but it can only be Jeremiah as YHWH’s prophet, 
in light of 1,10, where YHWH says “See, I put my words into your mouth. Look, I set you this day over 
nations and kingdoms to uproot and to pull down, to destroy and to demolish, to build and to plant.” 

 

The passage in question is a textbook example of Biblical literary artistry:  
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51,20-24  5 Introduction + 52 Action=57                  a  
                                     20b

10x the root                            
10x preposition                             

52 (2x26)  words.              
          

           
       

          

My translation: 

20a You are my shatter1-hammer, my weapon of war: 

20b with you1 will I shatter2 nations,  

and with you2 will I destroy kingdoms; 

21 and with you3 will I shatter3 horse and (his) rider; 

and with you4 will I shatter4 chariot and (his) rider; 

22 and with you5 will I shatter5 man and woman; 

and with you6 will I shatter6 old and young; 

and with you7 will I shatter7 young man and maiden; 

23 and with you8 I will shatter8 shepherd and (his) flock; 

and with you9 will I shatter9 ploughman and (his) team; 

and with you10 will I shatter10 captains and governors. 

24 And I will repay Babylon and all the inhabitants of Chaldea 

for all their evil that they have done in Zion before your eyes, says YHWH. 

V. 20a is the preamble to the actions described in 20b-24 with 52 (2x26) words, which symbolize 
YHWH’s presence in the actions intended to be carried out with hois battleaxe. The two strings of 10 
items run as unifying threads through the text of 20b-23. Click here for more information. 

Crucial passages in Jeremiah 46,1-51,64 highlighted by 17 and 26 

1. Introduction and the background of the prophecies concerning Egypt (46,1-2): 34 (2x17) words. 

2. The Egyptian army will be shamefully defeated (46,11-12): 26 words. 

3. It is YHWH who makes Pharaoh’s soldiers flee (46,15-17): 34 (2x17) words. 

4. Egypt will be attacked and put to shame (46,21-24): 51  (3x17) words. 

5. Egypt will be delivered into the hand of her enemies (46,26): 17 words. 

6. YHWH foresees a hazardous situation for the inhabitants (47,1-3): 51 (3x17) words.  

7. Heshbon threatens Moab (48,2): 17 words. 

8. YHWH foresees a catastrophy for Moab (48,12-20): 102 (6x17) words. 

9. Moab will be held in derision (48,26-27 ): 26 words. 

10. A dirge for Moab, for it is broken and nobody cares (48,28-39): 170 words. 

11. Prophecy concerning the Ammonites (49,1-6): 102 (6x17) words. 

12. Bozrah will become a waste (49,13): 17 words. 

13. Edom has inspired horror, but will itself become a horror (49,15-18): 26 + 26 words.  

14. Like a woman, Bozrah will be in pangs (49,22): 17 words. 

15. Prophecy concerning Damascus (49,23-27): 52 (2x26) words. 

16. Prophecies concerning Damascus, Kedar, and Hazor (49,23-33): 153 (9x17) words. 

17. YHWH tells Jeremiah that he will break the bow of Elam (49,34-35): 26 words. 
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18. Babylon will be a desolation, the Israelites will seek YHWH (50,3-5): 52 (2x26) words. 

19. Babylon will be a waste; everyone flees (50,13-16): 68 (4x17) words. 

20. YHWH will punish Nebuchadrezzar just as he punished Assyria’s king (50,17-18): 34 (2x17) words. 

21. Destruction of Merathaim and Pekod (50,21): 17 words. 

22. The Israelites are oppressed, but God’s sword is upon the Chaldeans (50,33-38): 78 (3x26) words. 

23. YHWH is self-determining. Who can defy the Incomparable One? (50,41-44): 68 (4x17) words. 

24. YHWH sends enemies to Babylon (51,1-2): 26 words. 

25. Let everyone go to his own country! (51,9): 17 words. 

26. The idols will perish; the idols are not like the God of Jacob! (51,17-19): 34 (2x17) words.  

27. YHWH’s shatter-hammer, his weapon of war (51,20b-24): 52 (26+26) words. 

28. YHWH’s purposes against Babylon stand: he will make it a waste (51,28-32): 68 (4x17) words. 

29. YHWH will take vengeance for Jerusalem (51,36-40): 52 (26+26) words. 

30. Her cities are abandoned; the nations shall no longer stream to Bel (51,43-44): 17+17 words. 

31. Babylon must fall for the slain of Israel (51,47-51): 68 (4x17) words. 

32. The final verse concludes and seals the book (51,64) with 17 words. 

For the analysis of the Appendix, Chapter 52, see pages 18-19 below. 

Words attributed to YHWH in Jeremiah 46,1-51,64 

The introductions at the beginning of the divine speeches are not part of the divine speeches. As for the 
formulae referring to God’s speaking, however, such as      and       within and at the end of 

the speeches (Ref. For.), it is difficult to say whether they are integral parts of the speeches or editorial 
notes. Therefore, in the overview I shall register them separately. In any case, they stress the divine 
character of the words attributed to God. When it concerns speeches in which YHWH tells the prophet 
precisely what he must say (preformulated messages), such formulae are part of the divine speeches. 

Column 1: The numbering of the divine speeches (DS) 
Column 2: The texts in which they are to be found (Text) 
Column 3: The addressees (Addressee) 
Column 4: The number of words in the introductions (Introduction) 
Column 5: The number of words in the divine speeches as such (Divine Speech) 
Column 6: The number of words in the formulae referring to God’s words (Referring Formulae) 
Column 7: The number of words in the DSS including the Referring Formulae (DS + Ref.For.) 
Column 8: The total number of words devoted to God’s speaking (Total). 

It has proved to be extremely difficult to delineate the divine speeches precisely. What follows is an effort. 

DS Text Addressee: Jer. Introduction Divine Speech Ref. For. DS + Ref. For. Total 

1 46,3-9 Re Egypt 0 77 2 79 79 

2 46,14-24 Re Egypt 0 128 7 135 135 

3 46,25-28 Re Egypt 5 80    340 (20x17) 4 84 89 

4 47,2-4 Re Philistines 3 55 0 55 58 
5 48,1-2 Re Moab 7 28 0 28 35 

6 48,12-20 Re Moab 0 95 7 102 (6x17) 102 (6x17) 

7 48,21-27 Re Moab 0 68 (4x17) 2 70 70 

8 48,30-33   Re Moab 0 56 2 58 58 

9 48,34-39   Re Moab 0 86 4 90 90 

10 48,40-47a Re Moab 4 86 6 92 96 

11 49,1-6   Re Ammonites 5 87 10 97 102 (6x17) 

12 49,7-11 Re Edom 5 57 0 57 62 

13 49,12-14 Re Edom 4 32 2 34 (2x17) 38 

14 49,15-19 Re Edom 7 80 4 84 91 
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15 49,23-27 Re Damascus  1 48   3 51 (3x17) 52 (2x26) 

16 49,28-33 Re Kedar/Hazor  3 84 6 90 93 

17 49,35-39   Re Elam 4 63 6 69 73 

18 50,2-5   Re Babylon 0 69+ 2 71 71 

19 50,8-12   Re Babylon 0 61/130 (8x17) 2 63 63 

20 50,18-21 Re Babylon 7 58 4 62 69 

21 50,22-24 Re Babylon 0 30 0 30 30 

22 50,30 Re Babylon 0 10 2 12 12 

23 50,31-32   Re Babylon 0 20 4 24 24 

24 50,33   Re Babylon 4 12 0 12 16 

25 50,35-40 Re Babylon 0 79  136 (8x17) 4 83 83 

26 50,44   Re Babylon 0 27  0 27 27 

27 51,1-4   Re Babylon 3 44+ 0 44 47 

28 51,14 Re Babylon 4 8/52 (2x26) 0 8 12 

29 51,20-24   Re Babylon 0 55 2 57 57 
30 51,25-26   Re Babylon 0 29 4 33 33 

31 51,33 Re Babylon 7 11 0 11 18 

32 51,36-44   Re Babylon 4 99 2 101 105 

33 51,47-49   Re Babylon 0 39 2 41 41 

34 51,52-53   Re Babylon 0 23 4 27 27  

35 51,57 Re Babylon 0 11 5 16 16 

36 51,58   Re Babylon 4 17 0 17 21+ 

37 51,64a   Re Babylon 1 12  0 12 13/34 (2x17) 

37 46,1-51,64  82 1924 (74x26) 102 (6x17) 2026 2108 (124x17) 

Observation 5 The 37 divine speeches in Part 7, to which 2108 (124x17) words (Column 8) are devoted, 
constitute 65% of its 3253 words. The first 17 are concerned with eight foreign nations (from Egypt to Elam), 
while the last 20 are all about Babylon and the Chaldeans.  

The 37 divine speeches have altogether 1924 (74x26) words (Column 5) with 102 (6x17) words in their 
referring formulae (Column 6). Including the introductions, altogether 2108 (124x17) words are devoted to 
the divine speeches. Moreover, no less than 18 divine speeches have words that are multiples of 17 and 26: 

DSS 1-4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 15, 18-19, 24-26, 27-28, and 36-37. 

  The underlined words in the text are part of the divine speeches contrary to those marked green.   Jeremiah 46       

The particle  can introduce an editorial note (32,9a)           
For this type of heading, see also 14,1, 47,1, and 49,34.                      

              
              

1  46,3-9  0+77+2[79]=79                                                        
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2  46,14-24  0+135=135               
            

       
   

           
            

           
        

        
        

             
  ’entrance/vagina’?           

      
         

         
21-24  51 (3x17)  words                        

         
         

        
        

3  46,25-28  5+80+4[84]=89                       
             

                   
          

         
              

          
         

            
                

Jeremiah 47    

The particle  can introduce an editorial note (32,9a)         
For this type of heading, see also 14,1, 46,1, and 49,34.                                         

4  47,2-4  3+55=58                                
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Jeremiah 48    

5  48,1-2  7+28=35                                       
               

               
          

             
      

       
         

            
          

     
                

       
                 

      
         

        
            

6  48,12-20  0+95+7[102]=102 (6x17)                 
       

            
        

          
     

         
         

          
      

         
        

           
      

        

7  48,21-27  0+68(4x17)+2[70]=70                                             
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8  48,30-33  0+56+2[58]=58                  
                

        
            

                                          
         

              
                   9  48,34-39  0+86+4[90]=                                   

               
            

               
            

              
                

           
         

10  48,40-47a  0+90+6[96]=96               
      

         
         

       
      

        
          

     
      

           
       

       
          

Compare 51,64b  (editorial note?)               
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Jeremiah 49    

11  49,1-6  5+87+10[97]=102 (6x17)                                                               
         

        
               

            
        

        
          

        
          

       
         

           
          

12  49,7-11 5+57=62               
        

        
      

             
         

           
         

          

13  49,12-13 4+32+2[34]=38                
             

                  
          

14  49,14-19 7+80+4[84]=91                                     
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15  49,23-27  0+48+4[52]=52 (2x26)         
       

          
     

         
    

           
           

                
16  49,28-33  3+84+6[90]=93                             

          
         

         
               

         
          

         
        

      
         

          

The particle  can introduce an editorial note (32,9a)         
For this type of heading, see also 14,1, 46,1, and 47,1.                    

17  49,35-39  4+78+6[84]=88                    
           

                     
              

       
             

            
              

Jeremiah 50    

                 

18  50,2-5  0+69+2[71]=71                                  
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19  50,8-12  0+61+2[63]=63                      
            

                     
          

         
        

      
        

        
           

       
         

        
          

             
       

               

                       
             

20  50,18-21  7+60+2[62]=69             
               

        
          

                
           

           
             

21  50,22-24  0+30=30                                           
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22  50,30  0+10+2[12]=12                              
          

23  50,31-32  0+20+4[24]=24           
     

      
      

24  50,33  4+12=16                                                         
        

         

      
              

25  50,35-40  0+79+4[83]=83                                  
       

             
              

      
               

          
          

          
          

                   
        

         
         

             

26  50,44  0+27=27                  
       

              

        
          

            
                

 Jeremiah 51    

27  51,1-4  3+44=47                   
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28  51,14  4+8=12                                                                     
           

           
            

       
         

      
              

             
        

29  51,20-24  0+55+2[57]=57                                                     
                                      

10x root                                        
10x preposition                               

52 (2x26)  words.               
              

            
       

          

30  51,25-26  0+29+4[33]=33                  
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31  51,33  7+11=18                                                                 
             

            
        

                   

32  51,36-44  4+99+2[101]=105                  
       

             
      

                     
          

                 
       

                   
                

          
             

           

33  51,47-49  0+39+2[41]=41                 
   

                    
                  

          
              

                  

34  51,52-53  0+23+4[27]=27                                
      

                   

           
           

           
            

         

35  51,57  0+11+5[16]=16                                     
             

36  51,58  0+39+2[41]=41                                                                                       
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37  51,64a  1+12=13                                          
YHWH has the last word in the book, not Jeremiah.         

“Thus far are the words of Jeremiah.”               
Appendix: Jeremiah 52  The destruction of Jerusalem and the deportation 

Vss Texts Words Lett.   Sum words P Compositional structure 

1331 Jer 52,1 17 70  21288  §1 Regnal data of Zedekiah and his rebellion 

1332 Jer 52,2 8 32 721 21296  52,1  Zedekiah’s official regnal data: 17 words. 

1333 Jer 52,3 16 64 722 21312/41 []  

1334 Jer 52,4 23 98  21335  §2 Jerusalem besieged and the king deported 

1335 Jer 52,5 9 36  21344   

1336 Jer 52,6 12   68 (4x17) 48  21356  52,4-7  Nebuchadrezzar lays siege to Jerusalem; 

1337 Jer 52,7 24 96  21380  Zedekiah and his soldiers flee: 68 (4x17) words. 
1338 Jer 52,8 14 61  21394   

1339 Jer 52,9 14 54  21408   

1340 Jer 52,10 14 52  21422   

1341 Jer 52,11 16 70  21438/126 []  

1342 Jer 52,12 22 92  21460  §3 The plundering of the city and temple 
1343 Jer 52,13 17    52 (2x26) 57 723 21477   

1344 Jer 52,14 13 45  21490/52  52,12-14 The Babylonians burn the temple, the  

1345 Jer 52,15 21 83  21511  palace and the houses of notables, and pull 

1346 Jer 52,16 8 43  21519/29 [] down the walls of the city: 52 (2x26) words. 

1347 Jer 52,17 21 81 724-725 21540  §4 The temple furnishings transported  
1348 Jer 52,18 18 71  21558   

1349 Jer 52,19 23 92  21581   

1350 Jer 52,20 24 93 726 21605   

1351 Jer 52,21 16 70  21621   

1352 Jer 52,22 19   204 (12x17) 86  21640   

1353 Jer 52,23 11 47  21651/132 []  

1354 Jer 52,24 15 54  21666  §5 Officials taken to Riblah and executed 
1355 Jer 52,25 34 127  21700   

1356 Jer 52,26 11 44  21711  52,17-27  (§§4-5): 132+72+=204(12x17) words. 

1357 Jer 52,27 12  48  21723/72 []    

1358 Jer 52,28 12 54  21735  §6 The number of people deported 
1359 Jer 52,29 10 51  21745   

1360 Jer 52,30 20 91  21765/42 P 52,1-30 , (§§1-6): altogether 494 (19x26)words. 

30 Jer 52,1-30 494 (19x26) 2010  494 (19x26)   

1361 Jer 52,31 30 125  21795  §7 The release of King Jehoiachin 
1362 Jer 52,32 12 45  21807  The concluding paragraph stands out because 

1363 Jer 52,33 11   70 38  21818  of its 70 words, which prelude on the end of  

1364 Jer 52,34 17  58  21835/70 Col. the Babylonian exile. A happy ending. 

34 Appendix: 52 564 2276 6x 564  See 25,8-11 with its 70 words. In 25,11-12 and 

1364 Jeremiah 1-52 21835 84912 726x 21835  29,10 the 70 years are explicitly mentioned. 
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Observation 6 All 34 (2x17) verses (100%) and 511 of the 564 words (91%) are highlighted by the divine 
name numbers 17 and 26. The Appendix is finalized and sealed by its 34 (2x17) verses.  

Observation 7 The Appendix opens with 17 words (v. 1) and concludes with 17 words (v. 34), dealing 
briefly with the reign of King Zedekiah and King Jehoiachin respectively. It happens to be the 52nd chapter 
of the book (52=2x26). See Observation 2 in the analysis of Jeremiah 46-51 above. 

Observation 8 The Appendix divides into 7 paragraphs, with §4 (vs. 17-23) in the position of greatest 
emphasis at the centre; it deals with the transportation of the temple furnishings.  

Note that the Petuchah after 52,30 is the only layout marker in the chapter; it divides its 564 words into:  

Vs. 1-30 (§§1-6): The destruction of Jerusalem and the deportation of the people: 494 (19x26) words. 
Vs. 31-34 (§7): The release of King Jehoiachin and his kind treatment by King Evil-merodach: 70 words. 

The following crucial passages are especially highlighted by the divine name numbers: 

 Zedekiah’s official regnal data (52,1): 17 words. 

 Nebuchadrezzar lays siege to Jerusalem; Zedekiah and his soldiers flee (52,4-7): 68 (4x17) words. 

 The Chaldeans burn the temple, the palace, and the houses of notables, and pull down the walls of 

the city (52,12-14): 52 (2x26) words. 

 The temple furnishings are transported and the officials as well as a number of people are taken to 
Riblah to be executed (52,17-27):  204 (12x17) words.  

Observation 9 In my opinion, the use of 70 words in the concluding paragraph is too conspicuous to be 
waved aside as a matter of chance.  The number 70 was consciously chosen to symbolize the duration of 
the Babylonian exile. See 25,11-12 and 29,10, where the 70 years are explicitly mentioned. 
For the 2 Kings version of the fall of Jerusalem (2 Ki. 24,18-25,30), see page 25 in my analysis of 2 Kings.  
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